RES IPSA AND LAW WEEKLY TO MERGE
newspaper. Res Ipsa will use its
Manpower and Money
The Law Weekly and Res Ipsa
greater financial resources to keep
Loquitor have tentatively agreed to
If the merger is approved then the impecunious Law Weekly pub
merge their operations into one the staff of the Law Weekly will as
publications combine. Final agree sist the Res Ipsa staff in producing lishing.
ment as to the merger was still lack two or three more magazines this
Autonomy
ing at press time, pending approval semester. The Law Weekly has been
by the ad hoc Committee on the in the enviable position this year of
Although the staffs will be com
Budget of a publication budget for having an abundance of staff re bined. the merger agreement calls
1969-1970. Should budgetary mat porters and editorial contributors for the preservation of Res Ipsa
ters be concluded, the publications while every other Law Center or Loquitor under its present format.
would begin implementation of the ganization has been suffering from The magazine-styled publication is
merger agreement immediately.
a manpower drought. In exchange currently sent to the alumni as a
for editorial assistance from the means of maintaining contact with

the alumni. It also serves as a ve
hicle for student feature articles.
Res Ipsa has won several awards in
recent years as a law school publica
tion.
New Title
The merger agreement will be
completed at the end of this year
when the publisher of the com
bined publications office is chosen.
The current editors of the Law
Weekly and Res Ipsa have agreed

that the person chosen as the new
editor of the Law Weekly will as
sume the title of publisher of the
combined operation. This person
will then relinquish his editorial po
sition on the newspaper and will
choose an editor-in-chief for each
publication. The choice of editorsin chief will be left to the discretion
ot the publisher but will be subject
to the approval of the editors of the
present respective publications.
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Draft Rapes Law Center Students;
1970-1971 Classes Hardest Hit
The unsettled military situation
in the country today made itself
felt at the Law Center over the past
Fall semester by the large number
of students who withdrew from
school to enter military service. A
total of seventy-six students out of
an e n r o llm e n t of 1,262 were
granted excused withdrawal status
by the Law Center. Of these thirtytwo, or two and one-half percent,
withdrew for military obligations.
By far the classes hardest hit were
the first and second year morning
divisions.

division, had no excused withdrawals and the evening division
only one withdrawal, and that for
personal reasons. The fourth year
class, evening division lost only one
student for military service. The
graduate school of law, however,
did lose nine percent of its class
through excused withdrawals for
personal reasons. This represents
fifteen students out of a total of
155. Only one graduate student
withdrew because of a military obligation.

who did not apply for excused
withdrawals. These names will not
be ascertained until after all the examination grades have been turned
in, assuming that these students did
not take the exams. Thus the percentage of loss may be greater than
is listed above. Second, however,
many of those students who have
w ithdraw n (figures unavailable)
were successful in joining local National Guard army units which requires only six months active duty
time. Consequently these students
may return to the roles of the Law
(’enter as early as the next Fall se
mester. The District of Columbia
National Guard for example, has
been relatively easy to enter com
pared with other state units.

Black sub-contractors will submit bids for jobs on new Law Center

Construction Co. Urged
To Solicit Black Labor

National Guard
First Year Class
In analyzing these figures two
The first year class, morning facts should be kept in mind. First,
division, lost six percent of its 255 there may be additional dropouts
The contract between Georgeinitial enrollment due to the draft, because of the military situation
town University and the Blake ConThis amounts to fiteen students. An
s t r u c t i o n C om pany for the
additional sixteen students with
construction of the new Law C'endrew from that class for personal
ter building contains an equal emreasons which may have included
ploym ent o p p o rtu n ity clause.
military problems which the stu
Undcr this provision Blake agrees
dents cared not to mention in ap
not to discriminate against black
plying for the excused withdrawal.
“The legal process is the only numerous physicians have expres- sub-contractors in the construction
The second year class, morning divi means we have to control the police seil their tears that these sprays process. This negative phraseology
sion lost four and one-half percent use of Mace and the public sale of may have especially serious effects docs not, however, insure that
ot its initial enrollment due to the chemical sprays." These words con- conditions, f inally, says Professor Blake will make an active effort to
draft or ten out of 229 students. clude a speech given by Professor Page, the General Ordnance I quip- elicit bids from local black sub-conOnly one additional student in that Joseph A Page of the Law ('enter merit Corporation which manufac- trading firms,
Summit Meeting
class received an excused with- on Saturday, February 22, before tures Mace released the chemical
drawal for personal reasons.
the American Trial Lawyers Associ- after conducting only a limited
series of tests on the effects of their
n an c**°rt to involve black laThe next hardest hit class was atjon in San Francisco,
bor 'n *be construction program
the first year, evening division.
The point of the speech was that product
which lost four of its initial 112 police officers have been using varistudents to the draft or three and ous commercially manufactured
one-half percent of the class. Nine chemical sprays as crowd control
other students received excused devices without proper realization
withdrawals for personal reasons Qf t he danger inherent in these
The Task Force on the Student document.
which brings the total to nearly products. Professor Page points up Bill of Rights decided recently to
Members of the Task Force in
twelve percent of that class. It one experiment conducted by l)r. conduct a series of open hearings to elude the three student members of
should be noted however that the Gerrit W. H. Schepers of the D C. colicit student opinion on the Pn> the full Committee, Mr Chaset
percentage of this class actually af- Department of Public Health which posed Bll| ol Rig|)ts Operating as a Mike Unger (’69), and John Sedlak
fected By the draft may be higher concluded that heavy doses of Mace an adjunct 0 f the Committee on (’71) as well as three other stusmee a higher proportion ot night and similar chemical compositions, (;0-Curricular Activities and Stu- dents’ selected to serve on the Task
students than day students gen- when inhaled in heavy concentra-den( Affairs, the Task Force was Force, Mark Gitenstein ( ’71) John
S een T e rn flw sc h o o l
tioP \ T “y T * per" 'anc"* tlung org«"i^
«> investigate the need Serumgttrd (’69) and Richard Stoll
betore entering law school.
and kldney damage. In addition. for> and to draft. a Bill ot Rights (’71). Faculty members of the full
n t h .r F f W t *
experiments performed by the for the Law Center. Alan Chaset C o m m ittee include
Professor
uiner tiiccts
Food and ,)rug Administration re- (’70), Task Force chairman, em- Schwartz, Chairman of the ComTheother classes were not ap- suited in a Surgeon General's letter phasized that the Bill of Rights mittee. Father Coolihan, Dean Molpreciably affected by the draft. The of May 1968 which stated that wou|d be a student written docu- leau, and ProfessorsBowman, Page
second year class, evening division exposure to chemical Mace without ment and that the open hearings andStanmeyer,
had three excused withdrawals only subsequent immediate treatment. wouid be the best way to secure the
Hearing dates and other details
one of which was for milita^ rea- niay have serious lasting effects broadest possible student opinion willbe announced in the near fusons. The third year class, morning upon an exposed person. Further. as to the form and content of the ture.

POLICE MACE DANGERS
CITED BY PROF. PAGE

TASK FORCE TO STUDY
STUDENT RIGHTS BILL

members of the University and L.aw
Center administrations, Blake Con
struction Company, and the Student Bar Association met to discuss
possible approaches to the issue,
I he meeting took place on Wednesday, February 19, and was attended
by Deans Dean. McCarthy, and
Molleur, Professor Gordon, Rev. I
Byron Collins (G.U. Vice President
lot Planning and Physical Plant),
Mr Morton Bender (President of
Blake Construction Company), stu
dents Don Stern ( ’69), Mike Unger
( 69), and ( 'urt White C7 1), and Mr.
Arthur Freeman ( Assistant Director
of Howard University's Guidance
and Development Center).

25'/f Remains
In the course of the discussion
about the $10.5 million building
Mr. Bender revealed that his Blake
Company would itself perform thir
ty to forty percent of the construcContinued on Rage .1
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How does it feel to go through
law school without ever setting foot
inside a law library? For the most
accurate answer ask any George
town graduate of the recent past.
For an even more shameful answer
ask any future graduate of the next
two or three years. Despite the op
timistic November 1970 comple
tion date hoped for for the new
Law Center a realistic appraisal of
the situation would indicate the
most students now at 506 “ F”
Street will graduate from there.
This means that they will have
spent three or four years in the
study of law without the benefit of
a school law library.
The ragtag collection of books
outside the men’s room on the
ground floor of this building in no
way resembles a library. Most of
the books are inaccessable and
those that are are often out of
place, missing, or mutilated. The
noise level is surpassed only by the
chatter in the Student Lounge. The
student assistants in the library are
of negative value because they
know nothing of the library and yet
are paid for their knowledge. The
microfilm sections and every book
not on the main floor are bolted
under lock and key at four o’clock
each afternoon, which is before
most students are even through
with the day’s classes. The books
which are on the tables at 12:00
midnight are often still there when
the library opens the following
morning no attempt having been
made to shelve them. In short, if
Louis Carroll ever envisioned a li
brary Georgetown has enshrined
that vision.
If the situation is bad, and it is,
it is that much worse because noth
ing is being done to correct it. The
Student-Faculty Committee on the

Library has met only once, and that
was last year. Of what possible val
ue is a committee which meets only
once. There is a proposal to move a
free Xerox machine into the library
to help stop the pilfering and muti
lation of books The Xerox Corpor
ation will rent the machine for
$77.00 per month with another
$30.00 added for supplies. The first
1200 copies each month are free of
charge and each additional copy
costs 4'/j cents each. For about
$2500 per year students could ob
tain copies free of charge. It would
be interesting to learn what the
yearly cost to the library is in
books lost, stolen or mutilated.
There is a proposal to partition
the library into a “transient” and
research area. Given the premise
that students will use the library as
a locker room, dividing the main
area in half by some form of cork
board would not only tend to iso
late the “ transients” but might also
cut down on the sound.
Neither of these proposals, nor
any of the others suggested by the
students on the Library Committee
are unreasonable or unrealistic in
scope. It is ironic to witness the fac
ulty and administration disinterest
which, over the long-run, has al
lowed the library to so deteriorate.
Yet it is the supposed long-term in
terest of faculty and administration
which they maintain is the main
reason why they, and not transient
students, should alone form Law
Center policy. If the library condi
tion is any indicator of this ability
to preserve The Law Center, then
the wisdom of this ability must be
seriously questioned. It behooves
The Law Center to take immediate
steps to improve the deplorable
condition of the library for the sake
of those who still must use it.
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S. B. A. Votes On Biafran
Relief Sports Trophies
The S.B.A met on February 12.
A good turnout of the delegates
indicates that the experiment of
scheduling meetings during the day
instead of at night, is successful and
should he continued. The delegates
took notice of those members who
failed to attend even under these
circumstances and passed a resolu
tion asking the Law Weekly to
publish the names of members ab
sent in future editions.
In other action the S.B.A. voted
to accept and implement a program
of informal counseling of first year
students by upperclassmen (see arti
cle in Law Weekly) while continu
ing to study a proposal for the
creation of a Student Tutorial Ser
vice with paid tutors.
The highlight of the meeting was
produced by a debate which result
ed when Don Rogers, a second year
student, asked the S.B.A. for a
contribution for the relief of those
starving in Biafra. Mr Rogers, who
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collected seventy dollars from in
dividual students pointed out that
there were 1,000 people a day
(mostly children) dying from star
vation in Biafra and that the
uniqueness of the situation required
S.B.A. action if funds were avail
able. While recognizing that funds
were available some of the delegates
felt that the S.B.A. lacked the
authority to commit student funds
to any charity, no matter how
worthy. However, the majority of
the Delegates felt, as spokesman for
the student body, and considering
the uniqueness and desperateness of
the situation in Biafra, that the
S.B.A. had both a right and a duty
to make such a contribution. Ac
cordingly, a motion was passed to
appropriate one hundred dollars for
Biafran relief.
Finally, the S.B.A. appropriated
two hundred dollars, alloted in the
budget for trophies, to be presented
to the winners in the school’s foot
ball and basketball leagues.

Budget Projection Sought
The Student Bar Association has
submitted a series of proposals for
consideration by the ad hoc Com
mittee on the Budget during its
hearings on student activities budg
ets held last week.
One suggestion is that the Uni
versity and Law Center establish a
schedule by which tuition increases
will be known to students before
they enter the Law Center. The
idea would have the University
make budgetary projections over a
three or four year period in order
to determine what the tuition
would be in each of those years.
The University would then an
nounce this tuition along with any
yearly increase and would be bound
to honor the schedule with those
students who entered the ('enter re
lying upon it.
The S.B.A. also suggests that

“ information regarding the law
school budget and the financial relation.-»!iip between the law school
and the main campus be made fully
available to the sutdents.” Presently
only a handful of students are privy
to the budget figures for the Law
Center. The S.B.A. feels that this is
inadequate for the entire student
body and th at, as early as
1970-1971 steps should be taken to
change the situation.
Representation
Further, the S.B.A. proposes
that the Law Center Budget Com
mittee adopt a procedure for ad
m itting student representation
which guarantees that the repre
sentatives will reflect the interests
of the student body. Presently the
Dean personally selects student rep
resentatives to the committee. A

Apology
The Law Weekly sincerely apolo
gizes for any discomfiture felt by
any person due to the publication
of “ File Under Graffiti” in our last
issue. We feel that certain parts of
that poem were in extremely poor
taste. Unfortunately, in a quickdeadline publication pieces may oc
casionally slip into print without
proper editorial scrutiny. Such was
the cast with this poem.

Canned Briefs
Phi Alpha Delta
-announces that they are desper
ately in need of wives girl friends
and husbands of law students to
serve as jurors for the nest Trial
Term Moot Court on Saturday,
March 1. C ontact Professor
Schmertz at the Law ('enter of Bill
Murphy at 546-2957 if you wish to
participate.
Delta Theta Phi
- March 10: business meeting. Flec
tion of new officers will be held.
7:45 p.m. in the Student Lounge.
On March 12 there will be a panel
presentation with attornies Denver
Graham, Hrnie White and Farl Stan
ley. The topic will be “ How To
Charge and Collect Legal l ees.”
Place: John Carroll Auditorium.
Time: 1 1:45 a m.
Law Wives Club
the Area Universities’ Law Wives
Luncheon is set for Saturday,
March 15. at the Hotel America.
Tickets are $6.25 per person and in
cludes tax. gratuity, and donation.
The deadline is March 8 for reserva
tions: checks and reservations are to
be sent to Mrs. Brenda Knob, 5400
Sanger Avenue, Alexandria. Vir
ginia 223 1 1.
Barristers' Council
announces dates for the Legal Ar
gument Program. First-year club
eliminations will take place during
the week of February 24. The quar
ter finals will be on March 5: the
semi-finals on March 12. and the
finals on March 26. The Secondyear program’s third round will be
held on February 28. The Thirdyear program’s final round will be
held on April 24. Preliminary round
dates for the Third-year program
were not set at press time.
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**R e-S talin iza t io n *'
In
US
*Professor B.M. Peself is a graduate
o f the University o f Zagreb. School
o f Law, LL.B. and S.J.D. He re
ceived his PH.D. in political science
and economics from Georgetown
University in 1950 and M.Comp.L.
from George Washington University
in 1954. Dr. Peselj is a member o f
the D C. Bar and has been Adjunct
l*rofessor o f Law at the George
town University Law Center since
1962.

by Branko M. Peselj
Prof. Branko M. Peselj
At the beginning of February, considering the existing conditions,
the American press reported from w*nch of the two tacets shall be
Moscow that the official periodical use<^ as
ProPcr method to seof the Soviet Communist Party cure the effectivness of the dictaKOMUN1ST publicshed an article t o r s hip °f the proletariat in
vindicating Stalin as the World War strengthening the soc.alist system.6
II military hero.1 This glorification
b should be born in mind that
of Stalin, the American newspapers Krushchev and the present Soviet
commented, could mean not only leaders have never repudiated
the co m plete rehabilitation of Lenin-Stalin theory of the dictatorStalin as a political and military S^'P °* the proletariat or Stalin sinleader but also the reintroduction t e rp r e ta t ion of Leninism.7 In
of “stalinism” as the policy and Krushchevs speech condemning
method of the Soviet Government. Stalin and his methods no mention
We may ask, can this prediction be was ma(Je that force and terror in
correct in view of the strong con- ruling the Soviet State were wrong
demnation of Stalin and his meth- l)er se> only that Stalin used these
ods made by Krushchev in Feb- means against wrong people and in
ruary 1956?2 The answer to this wrong conditions. On the contrary,
question is neither simple nor cer- Krushchev stressed that Stalin was
tain at this moment. However, to right in applying repressive measunderstand better the issues on urcs against the ideological oppowhich this answer depends, a few nents of the Soviet regime, Irotsky,
theorethical. political and historical Bukharin, Zinoviev, Radek and
facts must be considered.
others. "Here Stalin played a posiThe political form of the Soviet five role”, Krushchev declared. He
Goverment is the dictatorship of was wrong only when he applied
the proletariat. This form was not a the most brutal violence against his
peculiarity of the Stalin era but has personal enemies who were not ideexisted as an established constitu- ological opponents of the Regime
tional provision from the moment but faithful members of the Party.8
the Bolshevik regime was formed in Moreover, he did this. Krushchev
Russia in 1917 until today.3 It is said, when the existing conditions
one of the fundamental elements of did not warrant such measures since
a system based on Marx-Lenin doc- "the Revolution was already victortrine of state and law. Dictatorship i°us
of the proletariat, as the goverment
Of course, Krushchev did not
of a proletarian state in the transi- m e n t i o n t h a t t h e S o v i e t
tory period from socialism to com-Government in which he was the
munism, was mentioned already by leading member, after the death of
Marx and Fngels but they never de- Stalin, in ball of 1953, used the
fined its precise concept and mean- same brutal Stalinist methods to liing.4 It was Lenin who said that the quidate his colleague Beria and his
dictatorship of the proletariat, as followers. Clearly, whatever was
the goverment of a socialist state, is “the crime" of Beria, he certainly
"a power with no restrictions what- was not an ideological enemy of the
soever, absolutely unbound by any Soviet system but only a personal
rules of law and based upon vio-adversary of the ruling group.10
lence” .5 Later, he relented slightly True, Stalin was also accused by
and changed this definition by say- Krushchev for “the cult of personing that the dictatorship of the pro- ality” , that is for having proclaimed
letariat does not mean force alone himself the sole leader of the Party,
though, he added, it is impossible and for having made erroneous miliwithout the use of force. Stalin, in- tary decisions during World War II
terpreting Lenin’s ideas, elaborated which brought the Soviet Union on
further this problem by explaining the brink of disaster. However
the dictatorship of the proletariat these two accusations were of perhas two facets, one is force and the sonal character and have never been
other is persuasion, both of which considered as a part of 4 stalinism"
are indispensable and constantly representing the method of governpresent therein. It depends upon ment. Furthermore, the cult of perthe conditions prevailing in the sonality was practiced also by
state which of the two facets will Krushchev and was given as one ol
be more prominent. Since the the reasons for his downfall11
Party, representing the vanguard of Thus, to avoid the cult of personalthe proletariat, exercises this dicta- ity in the future, the system of col
torship. it is the Party that decides, lective leadership in the Party and

S. B. A. Starts First Year Tutor Program
The S B A passed a resolution
on February 13th instituting a
system of informal tutoring of first
year students by second and third
year students.
As outlined by delegate Richard
Boone (’70) the goal of the pro
gram is to "help integrate the new
student into the Law Center and to
help the new student identify po
tential scholastic weaknesses which
can be corrected by the student
himself or by the proposed tutorial
service.”
To achieve these goals each up
perclassman will be asked to offer
his assistance and guidance to a
specific first year law student. In
the next few weeks the second and
third year law student will be re
ceiving a letter asking him to offer

such aid and requesting that he
contact a certain student. If the
first year student, who in the past
might have been reluctant to con
tact an upperclassman, has ques
tions about finals or needs assis
tance in certain areas he will then
be able to arrange meetings with
the upperclass student assigned to
him.
For future first year students,
upperclass assistance will be avail
able from the time of his accept
ance to the 1 aw Center As pro
jected, during the summer a mutual
exchange of letters will help to
answer the new student’s questions
about the Law Center and the D C.
area. On arriving at the Law Center

f
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a meeting could be arranged so that
the upperclassman could familarize
the new student with the Law
Center and indicate profitable ap
proaches to class work and profes
sors Finally, during the year the
older student would simply make
himself available to the new student
to answer questions on courses,
examinations or anything else that
may arise concerning the first year
at the 1 aw Center.
Hopefully this program will help
to reduce the feelings of confusion,
alienation and fear that are such a
part of the first year at the Law
Center. Hopefully, the program will
reduce the percentage of students
who fail to survive the first year.

Labor Committment
Won
Continued 1'rom Page 1

HI 1 1 1 M I had already been sub-contracted.

These were for electrical and me
chanical work What remained to be
sub-contracted out, then, was only
about twenty-five percent of the
total work.
Kappa Beta Pi sorority and Phi
Communication
Alpha Delta and Delta Theta Phi
fraternities will sponsor Spoof
Mr. Bender implicitly admitted
Night at 8:00 p.m. in John Carroll that to date no local black con
Auditorium on Friday, March 7. struction firms had received con
The idea for the Spoof Night is a tracts to work on the building when
resurrection of a tradition long dor he stated that he knew of no black
mant at the Law Center. An at firms which had submitted bids.
tempt to organize such an evening Further, there were no black firms
was begun last year but failed at the of which Mr. Bender was aware that
last moment. This year, with the could perform the work required.
cooperation of the fraternities and Mr. Freeman (who attended the
Kappa Beta, the production is ex meeting at the request of the S.B.A.
pected to last at least through open because of his familiarity with the
ing night.
D.C. construction business and the
Tryouts for student participants problems of D.C.’s black contrac
will be hald tommorrow afternoon, tors) admitted that communication
February 28, from 2:30 to 5:30 between black contractors and the
p.m. in the auditorium. Informa large construction firms was poorly
tion on any of the details of the organized. On the other hand, he
Spoof Night or imaginative contri offered to assist Blake Construction
butions to the production are being Company in communication with
sought. Interested spoofers may call the Washington Area Contractors
either Gail Higgins (’69) or Perry Association if Mr. Bender was inter
Seiffert (’69), but not at the same ested in securing bids from black
number. Gail can be reached at firms. W.A.C.A. is a D.C. coopera
337-8173 and Perry can be con tive representing black construction
firms. Mr. Freeman offered a de
tacted at 779-7790.
Students and faculty members tailed pamphlet of black firms oper
are urged to attend and participate. ating m the District which could
To aid participation FRF1 beer and submit bids on the remaining work
coke will be served for not much Black firms are presently operating
in the District which could submit
charge.
bids for the remaining sub-con
tracts. These remaining sub-con
tracts are for flooring, painting, ac
in the Government was introduced coustics, and dry wall construction.
after Krushchev’s dismissal. On the Only in the area of dry wall
other hand, Stalin was indeed, vin construction are there no black
dicated in the matters of the con firms available.
d u c t of military affairs during
Bonding Problem
World War II.
In view of the foregoing, we see
Mr. Bender then brought up the
that the terms “stalinism" and bonding problem. If Blake is to ful
“ stalinization" have a different fill its contract with the University
meaning than usually given in our it reasonably must deal with sub
daily press. If they are interpreted contractors who can guarantee fin
as a one man rule and the use of ished work within a certain time
repressive measures against the dic and substantiate such a guarantee
tator’s personal enemies, who are through the bond of a surety com
not opponents of the Soviet sys pany. Black firms are generally
tem, then it is probable though by bonded through black surety opera
no means impossible
that this tions and it is entirely possible that
form of “stalinism” will not reap no such company in the District
pear in the Soviet Union. Ilocver if would have the financial strength to
“ s talin ism " and “stalinization" insure a sub-contract of the size
mean the use of force against the that would be involved in the new
continued on page 6 Law Center.

Committment Obtained
Having explored all these prob
lems the student representatives ob
tained a four-pronged committment
from Mr. Bender and for Blake
C o n s tru c tio n Company. First.
Blake would work closely with Mr.
Freeman to elicit the interest of
black firms and to solve the surety
problem . Second, Mr. Bender
would negotiate with black firms
before any bids were submitted to
aid those firms in developing real
istic bills. Third, all bills would be
considered fairly and equally.
Fourth, the S.B.A. would receive a
progress report from Blake, through
Mr Freeman, before any decision
would be made on the remaining
sub-contracts.
$36 Million Influence
The students who attended the
meeting expressed guarded opti
mism over the results. Said Curt
White: “ Before this they (Blake
C o n stru ctio n Company) hadn't
tried to contact blacks. Now at
least we have a commitment for
them to do what they were lacka
daisical about doing in the first
place" Mike Unger. S.B.A. Vice
President, reflected that “What was
accomplished was that the black
contractors will be making bids We
have no assurance, except good
faith, that Blake will give the con
tract to the black firm if it is the
lowest bid” On the urgency of the
situation Unger continued: “ The
pattern is cyclical a firm needs
contracts and experience to estab
lish a reputation, it needs a reputa
tion to obtain bonding; it needs
bonding to obtain contracts and ex
perience. The University is cur
rently involved in $36 million
worth of construction in Northwest
Washington, This is an influential
chunk of money to the I).(’. con
struction business If the University
would use it as a lever to pry open
that cyclical pattern the benefits to
D.C. and to the University would
be immense. But, unfortunately, we
are dealing with people who don't
see things our way . . . perhaps it’s
the generation gap.”
Regardless of opinion the effects
of the meeting probably will not be
known for at least six weeks since it
usually takes a minimum of four
weeks for a firm to work up a bid
for submission.
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COMMITTEE SEEKS TO OVERHAUL LIBRARY
INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

Benner adds to this that the first
“ A university is measured in
Free Xerox
The possibility of a free Xerox committee meeting “ was marked
great proportion by its library. If
chine, available to copy in-de- by long digressions by one faculty
such measurement were taken at machine,
the Law Center, I shudder to think mand library materials, was also member." Mr. Benner concluded
what would happen.” This omi reaised at the first meeting. It was that full committee meetings would
by Stephen H. Gore
economy. Despite the rising cost of nous-sounding note by Kevin suggested, in the face of claims that not be effective forums to remedy
borrowing, business has displayed Keaney (’72) underlies the concern this would be too costly, that the the situation. Doug Halsted. the
Contrary to popular belief, the the willingness and ability to simply generally felt by Law Center stu- machine might be able to pay for third student committeeman, was
stock market will rarely react to borrow at higher rates Naturally, dents over the state of the law itself out of money saved through more reserved in his comments.
economic news as it develops; it these higher costs will inevitably be library. Mr. Keaney, along with reduced costs for replacement of saying that “ while the condition in
will, instead, anticipate these <le reflected in profit providing an even Harry Benner G69) and Doug Hal- lost and stolen volumes. Kevin the library was serious, 1 do not
velopmcnts and discount them well greater stimulus to raise prices and sted (’69) are student members of Keaney has been in touch with the think it is the proper time to judge
beforehand. Why, then, did the perpetuate the inflationary spiral. the Student-Faculty Committee on Xerox Company and is checking the effectiveness of the Library
The loudest voices of discontent ■
Dow Jones Industrial Average drop
m
.
.
.
mmm
_ _
Com m ittee-we have not had
almost forty points in only four concerning present economic policy
enough meetings to justify a
days of trading last week and fall are heard from an articulate and
conclusion that the committee is
influential
group
of
economists
below its previous support level of
ineffective.” Despite this pessi
920? I attribute this decline to the who believe that changes in the
mism, Mr. Benner expectes the
growing recognition among inves amount of money circulating in the
committee to continue to meet
tors that the Johnson Administra country is the most potent factor in
formally, with a second meeting
tion’s policy of economic restraint the economy. These are the so-cal
hopefully in early March.
has been unable to curb inflation led “ Friedmanites,” named after
Two Fronts
and that more monetary restraint Milton Friedman of the University
The committee will concern
on the part of the Federal Reserve of Chicago, who seem to he exert
itself during the remainder of the
ing more influence than ever before
Hoard is now imminent.
year on two fronts. First, formulat
Since the 10% tax surcharge bill in Washington. Taking full heed of
ing remedies for some of the many
was signed last June 28, the Gov both the surtax and high interest
defects of the present library. Be
ernment has issued numerous statis rates, these economists believe that
cause the school will, hopefully,
tics indicating that inflation is stable economic growth will not
occupy its present quarters for only
moving ahead as fast as before? develop based upon these factors
a short time, the committee feels its
consumer spending remains at peak alone. I he money stock has in
major efforts should be directed
levels and corporate expansion con creased at a 7% annual rate since
toward the future. However, the
tinues despite high interest rates. 1967 compared with the 2 4%
student body will have to use the
The urge for money is so strong trend during the years 1957 to the Library. The committee further with schools tnat have initiated present library for at least
the
that new bond issues yielding close 1966,
includes professors Boyles, Crabb, such a system as well as trying to 1969-70 academic year. In this light
to l"/< are not uncommon.
Senator William proxmire, Chair Jaeger, and McManus and, ex offi- determine exactly what the value of the following plans are being studIt must he remembered that in man of the Congressional Joint c i o , deans Dean and McCarthy.
lost and stolen books is per year,
jed or acted upon as waysto
September Arthur M. Okun, then I'conomic Committee, has publicly
Substandard
in an attempt to ascertain the fea- improve the situation:
Chairman of the President’s Council stated that thus far the Federal
1he only meeting held by the sibility of a free Xerox program.
| The desirability of new reguof Hconomic Advisers, stated that Reserve Board has failed to effec comniittee this academic year was ga
.
a
lations on library use is being studthe effects of the tax surcharge will tuate the real anti-inflationary re held on December 4, 1968. The *
be gradual over time. It is now six straints which it has consistently meeting was largely concerned with
months later and no gradual effect urged. Thus it seems that last week the proposed standards of the
is observable. It is apparent, then, the stock market anticipated what American Association of Law
that new initiatives are forth now seems to be inevitable: a rais Schools Committee on Libraries.
coming.
ing of bank reserve requirements Members of the committee ques
The money supply theorists hae which will quickly reduce the tioned Professor Boyles as to
been arguing all along that the money supply and curtail invest Georgetown’s compliance with the
surtax will not work as an econo ment. Yet the fact that the market minimum standards of the AALS,
mic restraint so long as the Federal is discounting these events does not and discovered that while GULC is
Reserve Board condones an infla mean that it will rebound when and above the minimums in most areas,
tionary outpouring of newly crea if the news breaks. There will be there are areas of deficiency. In
ted funds. Yet by raising the dis technical rallys and money will be particular, the physical plant library
count in January, it appears that made by the shrewd investor, yet space is indadequate, the ratio of
the Board has also failed to cool the all m all 1969 will be a lean year.
library seats per students is below
requirements, the staff contains
only two professionals instead of
the suggested three, and there is a
total failure to provide the profes
. . . the ratio of library seats per students is below requirements”
sional staff m the library at night
Other
areas of concern at tne ied. Many of the problems of the
continued from page I
of GOFC, the manufacturer of
Mace.” Other manufacturers are CN since its Division of Hazardous first meeting were student requests library are caused by student mis
Tradenames
also producing Mace like sprays for Substances feels it already has for detailed explanations of the use of it as a study hall or a book
Professor Page explanced that public sale. Mace itself according enough general information on CN. library plans for the new law school rack and locker room. The SBA
"Mace and Chemical Mace were to Professor Page, is open to public Professor Page scores the failure of building (which were partially could be helpful in educating stu
trade names for an aerosol liquid purchase. For example, the Spy the I D A. to do more tests on the filled), requests for fuller informa- dents as to the proper use of the
spray containing teat gas (cliloro- Shop of 1402 New York Avenue. effects of these publicly accessable tion on the library budget, and a library.
acetcnophenone, or CN) and a N.W is one local over-the-counter chemicals, especially in light of suggestion for new library regula2. The possible installation of
kerosene-1 ike substance which distributor of Mace to the general evidence that the I D A is testing tions by Professor Boyles,
book and briefcase cubicles along
makes the lie)nid slick
There are public.
chemicals of a more dangerous
the wall outside the library and in
other commercially manufactured
unused parts of the basement will
nature to which the public does not
Faculty Apathy
sprays of similar composition to
Food and Drug
(and presumably will not) have
The student members of the be studied.
these two which may have the same
Professor Page continued his open access. Professor Page suggests committee have met several times,
3. The prominenent labelling of
deleterious effects. Professor Page speech by referring to the ineffec that this activity is a distortion of and have decided to work on their the various collections in the library
cites the Peacemaker and Federal tive steps taken by the Food and the function ol the F.D.A.
own and in connection with Profes- will be urged, so that students can
Streamer brands as two of these
Drug Administration to eliminate
Lawsuits
sor Boyles when necessary. The scan the room and not have to walk
Public Sale
the danger of chemical sprays At
Professor Page concluded his general view of the student commit- up to a book stack to find out what
The dangers of these aerosol first the F D A. “ took a hands-off comments by reference to the rise teemen is that the faculty members, it holds.
sprays has been compounded re position since these (sprays) were m personal injury lawsuits which with the notable exception of Pro4. The possibility of partition
cently, according to Professor Page, not household products and there have been initiated seeking money fessor Boyles, are not interested in ing the library into a front “ tr
by their sale to the general public as fore not covered by the federal damages for ‘ injuries allegedly changes for the present library with ansient" room and a rear research
self-defense devices. Professor Page Hazardous Substance Act.” When resulting from the use of Mace or the new Law Center now under room will be studied as a way to
cites the December 1968 issue ol the F D A finally did undertake other chemical sprays. ' Professor construction. “ The most disturbing cut down on the disturbance caused
“ Marke t i ng/Com m u nic a t i o n s ” limited tests of C’N. which resulted Page pointed out that there arc at aspect of this committee.” says by the flow of students.
magazine in saying that ‘ more than in the May 1968 Surgeon General s least seven jurisdictions where such member Keaney, “ is the faculty,
5. A study of more convenient
250,000 Preventors have been sold letter, they refrained from publish suits have been filed.
There is an obvious acceptance on ways to shelve the most-used collec
by franchisers in thirty-one states at. ing the test results under the
In the context of such use their part that the place is in tions, such as to put the US Re
reasoning that there was not suffi and such potential danger Professor horrible condition, but they are ports in a more accessible place,
about eight dollars each, the
uses the Mace formula and is cient evidence worthy of publica Page said that it is the members ot willing to let it continue until the will be made.
sold by a company formed by the tion. Today, however, the F D A is the trial bar who have a ‘ vital role new building is completed.” Harry
continued on page 5
principals of the advertising agency conducting no further research into to play.
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On the 'seed for B a il Reform

different procedure, the S.B.A.
feels, would maintain greater credi
almost every other federal district court. The broad criminal bility with the students.

by Joseph D. Tydings
The next four issues o f the Law Weekly "Juris" column will be devoted
to crime in the District o f Columbia and proposals to meet this problem
by amending the present Bail Reform Act. To start this series the Law
Weekly has invited Senator Joseph D. TydingsfD.. Md.) to present his
views.
Senator Joseph D. TydingsfD.,
Md.) received his law degree from
the University o f Maryland Law
School in 1953. After graduating he
was elected to the Maryland House
o f Delegates, served as United
States Attorney for Maryland, and
was elected to the United States
Senate in 1964. Senator Tydings is
Vice-President o f the American
Judicature Society, and is a mem
ber o f Delta Theta Phi law frater
nity. A Chariman o f the Senate
Committee on the District o f Co
lumbia and a member o f the Senate
Committee on the Judiciary, Sen
ator Tydings is especially well quali
fied to discuss the Bail Reform Act
amendment issue.

Sen. Joseph D. Tydings

There has been considerable discussion in recent weeks centering on proposals 1 introduced in the Senate to reform the
Bail Act, especially with respect to a measure permitting the
detention of certain dangerous persons pending trial. It was
only after extended study of the problem that I made these
proposals, and 1 think it most important that they be ap
proached with an understanding of the magnitude of the diffi
culties they are designed to meet. These are perhaps best seen
by focusing on the District of Columbia.
Recidivism during bail is an especially acute problem in the
District. This is a result both of the extraordinary backlog of
cases in the D.C. courts and of the extraordinary type of crimi
nal who is tried in the Federal courts here.
Undoubtedly, the most effective means of reducing crime
committed by persons released pending trial would be to re
duce drastically the amount of time between arrest and trial.
The President’s Commission on Crime in the District of Co
lumbia found that sixty-eight (68) percent of crime on bail is
committed more than thirty days after initial release. Swift
trials should therefore reduce recidivism on bail. Moreover, the
deterrent effect of the criminal law would be greatly enhanced
by bringing the trial into closer proximity with the criminal
act and making the sentence seem more society’s response to
the defendant’s criminal conduct and less the result of a long,
drawn-out game.
In the last fiscal year some progress was made in speeding
up the administration of criminal justice in the District of
Columbia. Even with the increased workload after the April
disorders, the United States District Court for the District of
Columbia managed to reduce slightly its criminal backlog dur
ing fiscal 1968. But almost forty (40) percent of the cases
pending in the district court at the end of fiscal 1968 had been
on the calendar for six months or more anil twenty-one (21)
percent had been pending for over a year. The 1374 criminal
cases pending in the district court at the end of fiscal 1968
gave that court the heaviest criminal docket in the entire feder
al system, with more criminal cases that were pending in all
the district courts for seven of the other ten federal circuits.
But swift trials will not provide a complete solution to the
problem. The Crime Commission Report indicates that thirtytwo (32) percent of recidivism on bail occurs within the first
thirty days after initial release. It would be totally unrealistic
to suggest that the criminal justice system could be operated in
such a fashion as to eliminate this aspect of the problem.
The District Court of the District of Columbia is confronted
with a type of criminal unknown, or at least little known, in

jurisdiction of the district court here, encompassing a jurisdic
Tuition Increase Sought
tion left to the states in all other federal districts, gave the
The S.B.A. proposes that the tui
district court here jurisdiction over 61 7 of all the homicides. tion be increased by five dollars per
2-’ of all assults, 32' of all sex offenses. 47r4 of all robberies, student next year with the increase
and 47 of all burglaries tried in the entire federal system in going directly to create grants-in-aid
to assist the recruitment of students
1967.
from minority backgrounds. If the
A few additional statistics should be of assistance in out Budget Committee feels reluctant
lining the magnitude of the bail recidivism problem. The Judi to favor such a proposal S.B.A.
President Don Stern feels that a stud
cial Council Committee to Study the Operation of the Bail ent
referendum on the issue should
Reform Act in the District of Columbia the Hart Commit be held during the Spring S.B.A.
tee found a 9r\ recidivism rate on pre-trail bail in the District elections with the result to be bind
upon the Budget Committee.
for the first six months of 1967; the rate for the first six ingFinally,
the S.B.A. suggests that
months of 1968 was 7.2%.
the “student fee’* misnomer be
A random inspection of the docket of the General Sessions dropped and that the S75.00 taken
Court of the District of Columbia reveals the all too typical from students under that appella
tion be included under the general
history of one defendant whose record 1 shall brief for you as tuition
where it actually belongs.
it stood at the time of a December 1968 appearance. The
string of charges then outstanding dated back to May, 1967,
when he was indicted for robbery in the federal district court
and released on bail, lie was thereafter charged with robbery
on no less than four occasions, three of them involving the use continued from page 4
6. The problem of poor or nonof firearms. In each instance he was again released on bail. The
is ten t maintenance will be
defendant is currently out on bond, and only one of this ex
examined. The maintenance staff is
collection of charges has been disposed of. Particular cases autonomous from the rest of the
such as this, perhaps even more that the broad, general statis law school and is. therefore, very
tics, evidence the need for change in the criminal justice sys difficult to direct.
7. Professor Boyles will be
tem and the pretrial release procedures in the District of Co urged to institute at least a mini
mum scheme of job training for the
lumbia.
student
library assistants so that
Before 1 discuss the directions for change set forth in my
they will be of some use to the
bills, let me suggest a course which change must not be per readers.
mitted to take 1 speak of return to the old money bail sys X. Professor Boyles will be
urged to make available the current
tem.
bibliographical material on law re
The Bail Reform Act of 1966 marked a significant advance views published by the Cook Coun
in the administration of justice. The archaic system of money ty Law Library.
bail served only to separate the wealthy from the inpoverished.
To the extent that it sought to deal with the potential for
further criminal activity, it did so through the subterfuge of
sums set beyond the ability of the accused to pay out of his
own resources. But such high bail was by no means a sure
restraint of the potential recidivist. It merely put the release
decision in the hands of the bondsman, who was not con continued from page S
cerned with whether the defendant was likely to engage in Policy Studies But the law, long
further criminal activity, but only with whether he was a good known to he “ pragmatic” and
risk to appear and not forfeit bond. Hence, as 1 learned too “ fact-oriented” , is laced with
claims from students and other
well in my years as a United States attorney, the most hard groups that call themselves “ practi
ened and habitual offender especially the person involved in cal” and “action-oriented” , and
the rackets or organized crime could and would obtain re which seem to be efficacious in
doing what the law says it sould Ik*
lease under the bail money system. Whatever the operational doing: working for change.
deficiencies of the current system with respect to recidivism,
I he function of the law is to
dispense justice. It has become in
they will not be remedied by a return to money bail.
The logic of this conclusion is sustained and reinforced by creasingly clear in recent times that
the law is not performing t his func
the available statistics The Report of the Hart Committee tion in certain fields and that other
indicates that the recidivism rate on pretrial bail in the years techniques are being resorted to.
immediately preceeding the Bail Reform Act of 1966 was The law, in this guise, tends to
become an instrument of the status
7.5%, a rate higher than that for the most recent six month quo, and thus in the eyes of the
period reported.
radicals, , an evil. The law’s salva
I have anticipated the suggestion of return to a money bail tion lies in its new blood.
system for two reasons. The first is a suggestion I have heard
that the present recidivism rate is somehow a result of the Necessity knows
reforms of 1966. I think it is evident, especially in light of the no law; / know
figures which show a comparable rate before the reform, that some attorneys
this is simply not true. The second reason is what I believe to o f the same.
be attempts by some judges to use the money bail condition
Benfa m in bran k lin,
for release as an effective means of detaining some persons
Poor
Richards
Almanac for 1 734
whom they think to be dangerous. This is a misuse of the

Library
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provisions of the present act, which are prescribed only to
deter the accused’s flight from prosecution, and not to protect
the community from dangerous persons.
We must see in these attempts to restrain individual defend
ants evidence that the judges so acting believe that there is a
need for change in the Hail Reform Act and for some form of
preventive detention.
The Hart Committee made a number of recommendations
for reform short of such legislation, and did not take a posi
tion on the question of preventive detention. Among the rec
ommendations of the Committee which I strongly endorse are:
1) . C'reation of an additional one year penalty for persons
convicted of crimes committed while released on bail;
2) . Revocation of bail for violation of conditions or indict
ment for offense allegedly committed while on bail
with expedited trials;
3) . Denial of bail for certain riot connected offenses dur
ing a civil emergency; and,
4) . Imposition of conditions of release based on the dan
gerousness of the accused.
I have concluded, however, that three steps alone will not
be sufficient to cope with the problem we face. There are
certain defendants who pose so great a menace to society or to
other individuals within the society that mere conditions upon
their release are not a sufficient safeguard. Hence, I have intro
duced legislation, carefully drafted to insure the constitutional
rights of the accused, to permit the detention of these persons
pending trial.
The hill, S. 54b, is the form of a new section to the Hail
Reform Act. It provides that at the time the accused appears
before a judicial officer for release on bail, the government
may request a special evidentiary hearing for the purpose of
imposing the conditions of release or commitment to custody
provided by the bill. The hearing may be granted only if the
judicial officer finds that the defendant falls into one of the
special categories as, for example, being a person accused of
committing or attempting a crime of violence while on bail
from a prior felony charge which would warrant holding him
if he is shown additionally to be dangerous within the meaning
of the statute.
The hearing must be held within two days of the filing of
the government's motion, and the accused has a right to be
represented by counsel, to be appointed by the court if the
accused is indigent. The rigid rules of evidence applicable in a
criminal trial will not prevail at the hearing, but no testimony
of the accused will he admissible in any other judicial proceed
ings, nor will he be considered to have waived his right against
sell incrimination in any future proceeding by testifying at the
hcari ng.
If the judicial officer determines that there is clear and con
vincing evidence that the accused will, if unconditionally re
leased, cause the death of or inflict serous bodily harm upon
another, or participate in the planning or commission of a
robbery or burglary offense, or seek to intimidate witnesses or
otherwise interfere with the administration of justice, then the
judicial officer must impose such conditions of release as will
reasonably protect against this danger. II the judicial officer
should find that no conditions offer a sufficient protection
against the described dangers, then he must order the accused
detained for a period not to exceed thirty days. The standard
of proof required, clear and convincing evidence, is that rec
ommended by the American Bar Association's Tentative Draft
on Standards Relating to Pretrial Release. The imposition of
conditions or commitment is. of course, subject to appellate
review as provided by the present bail act.
It is important to recognize that the bill does not provide a
means whereby the accused may be indefinitely detained. The
case must be treated as an urgent matter, subject to expedited
trial under the terms of the proposal. If trial has not began
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within thirty days, the accused may not be further detained
unless there is a showing of extraordinary' cause giving rise to RE-STALINIZATION
the delay.
The proposals I have offered have been carefully drafted,
continued from page 3
with close consideration being given to the rights of the ac
cused. At every stage of the process. 1 have tried to insure him ideological and political adversanes
the full benefits of his constitutional privileges from the right of the Soviet Regime to prevent
to counsel through protection against any form of compulsory any possible appearance and devel
opm ent o f genuine democratic
self-incrimination.
The constitutional question which has been raised by those forces in the Soviet society, then
“stahnism” has been and will be ap
questioning my proposals is whether it is possible to deny bail plied by the present and any future
under any circumstances. As I read the Eighth Amendment. I Soviet Government as one of the
do not believe that it excludes the possibility of a procedure facets of the proletarian dictator
ship.
such as that I have outlined. Nor do I find in the case law or in
This form of "Stalinism” , though
history anything which persuades me otherwise. That bail may not necessarily called by this name,
be denied in a capital case is unchallenged. I do not believe has been persistently practiced by
that the interests of society are so insubstantial that we must all Soviet Governm ents since
Stalin’s death while at the same
await the commission of a capital offense before protecting time the name and the memory of
against a person who evidently presents as serious a threat as the Old Dictator have been for
that which must be shown to bring an accused within the mally attacked. The numerous po
litical trials of the last few years of
purview of my bill.
the individuals attempting to pro
A second proposal which I introduced, S. 547, deals with mote liberal ideas in the Soviet soci
the problem of bail on appeal. The right to bail pending appeal ety and the subsequent stiff sen
is not surrounded by the same constitutional restrictions tences of these "malfeasors” are
clear evidence that the rulers of
which limit restraint prior to trial. The presumption of inno Kremlin have no intention to aban
cence and the need to assist counsel in the preparation of a don the Lenm-Stalin interpretation
defense disappear upon conviction. The Bail Reform Act pres of the violent facet of the dictator
ship of the proletariat. In this re
ently recognizes the distinction between pre- and post-trial bail spect there has never been a
and gives the judge great latitude in dealing with the convicted ‘‘destalinization” as we in the West
criminal who seeks bail pending appeal. Not only may condi would like to see it. Therefore, it is
correct to conclude that as long as
tions be imposed, but detention is authorized. Not only may the Soviet Government, under the
the risk of flight be used as a standard for restraint, but also monopolisitc leadership of the
Communist Farty, adheres to the
the potential danger to the community.
In spite of the greater discretion which may be used to Marx-Lenin doctrine of state and
the Soviet leaders will use re
restrain convicted persons, the Hart Committee found the rate law,
pressive measures to prevent gen
of recidivism among those released pending appeal for the first uine democratization of their sys
six months of 1967 to be 15%, as compared with the 9% tem. Any other policy of the Soviet
recidivism rate for those released on pretrial bail during the rulers would mean the basic devia
tion from the teachings of Marx
same period. The Hart Committee urged more extensive use of and Lenin, and, in consequence, the
the existing power to detain and I concur in that recommenda eventual destruction of their re
tion. 1 further propose, however, that we alter the statutory gime. So far, the masters of Krem
have not indicated that they are
language to make clear that such detention is justified when lin
willing to do so.
ever there is a sufficient indication of dangerousness and that
the restraints are not intended to apply, as at least one court
has stated and other courts appear to believe, only to the
FOOTNOTES
exceptional case. I propose that we amend Section 3148 of
title 18 to state that no person shall be released pending appeal 1. Washington Daily News. Feb
unless a court finds both that the appellant is not likely to flee ruary 5, 1969, p.3; The N e w York
. February 6, 1969, p.2
or pose a danger to the community and that his appeal raises a l i2.me sKrushchev’s
condemnation of
substantial question of law or fact likely to require a new trial Stalin and his methods is printed in
English translation in Zile, Ideas
or reversal.
The Bail Reform Act of 1966 brought about significant and Forces in Soviet Legal History,
Wis.. 1967, pp. 293-302
improvement in the pretrial release procedures used in the Madison,
3. Cf. Soviet Constitutions:
federal courts. It appears now that further change is needed. I 1918, Art. 9; 1936, Art. 2
have determined what I believe the most effective alterations 4. Lapenna, State and Law, Soviet
and Yogoslav Theory, New Haven,
to be, and have embodied them in my present proposals.
1964, pp. 16-17 5. Lenin, Col
I fully recognize that these amendments to the Bail Reform lected Works (2nd Russ, ed.), Vol.
Act cannot serve as a substitute for continued efforts to make 9, p. 95 6. Gsovski Soviet Civil
the ideal of swift justice a reality. This is a task to which I*have I.aw, I, Ann ARbor, 1948, pp.
61-62 7. Stalin’s interpretation
devoted considerable effort as chairman of the Judiciary Com of Leninism is published in two of
mittee’s Subcommittee on Improvements in Judicial Machin his books, Foundations o f Lenin
ery. 1 will be introducing several measures later in this session ism, New York, 1932; and .Prob
which should contribute significantly toward achieving the lems o f Leninism, New York,
1934
8. Note 2, supra, pp.
goal of swifter justice in all federal courts.
9. Ibidem, p. 295
As chairman of the District of Columbia Committee, I am 294-296
10. Gsovski-Grzybowsky. Govern
now in a position to deal with the Article I courts as well as ment, Law and Courts in the Soviet
the Article III courts in our Nation's Capital. A management Union and Fas tern Furope. I. New
study is currently being conducted of all the courts in the York, 1960, pp. 580 ff. 11. Note
2 supra, p. 366 12. The prosecu
District, at private expense with funds secured through my tion and conviction of Sinyavsky
efforts. I am preparing legislation that will being about a mas and Daniel. Ginsburg and Galankov,
sive overhaul of the court system in the District, and 1 propose Mrs. Daniel and Pavel Litvinov and
many others reprted and known
to hold continuing hearings to investigate the need for further and
unreported and unknown, are
all within this category.
improvements.
continued on page S
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l had a dream last night
allege to be the case about it. Faced radical refuses to do what lawit gave me quite a fright
by Robert Hodge
with this professional intransigence, schools require: that he leave all he
to see everyone so alike
There is a spectre haunting the law students who think they have ever learned at the door upon enter
l
couldn 'r tell Jim from Mike.
ing
law
school.
It
is
not
surprising
nation’s law schools. That spectre is better answers are now trying to
the politicization of the American reform legal education, and, as a that most law students who fancy
Everyone was.........so much the same
universities. Academics are now consequence, the profession itself. themselves radicals either have ad
Everyone had........ an accepted name
more a part of government than
Symptomatic of the assult on vanced degrees or attended strongly
Everyone stood.........so tall and straight
ever before. The student population the barricades of the law is the intellectual liberal arts colleges.
burgeons, sects appear, and SDS recent Conference for Radical Radicals are willing to sweat out
to one another emulate.
movements are formed. The nation Lawyers held at the Columbia the three years of pap for the
loses its bourgeois reverence for Law School in early February benefits and position a certificate
I saw a man before the bench
education, and begins to discern the under the aegis of the Nation will bring. But they would like to
charged with having spoken French,
complex splits between the various al Lawyers Guild. As a conference, change things if they could.
The Judge thought "treatment for this wretched fellow"
Radicals consider the law. as a
intellectual schools in each disci the weekend followed the disorga
who
wears bright -red pants with a shirt that's yellow. ”
pline. Student culture becomes nized course characteristic of events subject matter, a closed corpora
tion.
1
heir
image
of
the
gro
stronger and more differentiated run by radical groups. Best events
Hie Jury all dressed in solid and plaid,
from adult life styles. Although the of the weekend: spectaculars. First, tesque as a young lawyer is a
recessed
for lunch hot dogs they had.
fact-oriented,
pragmatic
sort
who
last election has demonstrated that a fresh and quite professional per
And as to the defendant, they were quick to add
most students are anything but formance by the Columbia SDS never takes the time to get
"His voice is low, he MUST be bad.
radical, increasing numbers of stu Guerilla Theater ( A Brief History of his politics straight nor looks be
dents are coming out of college the US of A, Impartially Told, and yond the information level in con
with ideologies, whether gleaned a Hail, Columbia: Profile of an sidering the structure of the law.
Said Joe:
from their teachers or from Mc Institution). Secondly, a film of the Another radical nightmare is the
“How sick he must be. he had tripe for lunch. "
Carthy movements and SDS sit-ins. events of last spring at Columbia removed, conservative lawyer who
Said Moe:
There is no reason why law The Saturday session was marred cares little for contemporary prob
"He’s deathly sick, 1 have a hunch. "
schools should escape this phenom by a surprisingly bourgeois hang lems, as his goal is smooth and
Said
Coe:
enon. The college students go some up-long-winded speakers; Satur fruitful entry into the Establish
"1 think the assyhim is the best.
where; and for increasing numbers, day’s party, which might have been ment, a time-honored function of
for this man needs the therapy and rest. "
the law appears to offer practical intended as a place of some discus law school. The radical also objects
techniques for resolving societal sion, was p erfunctory; and to the ritualized competition legal
and political problems. Students of Sunday’s workshops were oblitera teaching fosters among students
And as the Jury all agreed,
this mind tend to have unitary ideas ted by an epic snowstorm.
which, according to commune-ori
it was the assy lum that they decreed.
of things: for them, the processes
As a result, one of the presumed ented radicals, tends to send law
The man was obviously insane
of the world are inevitably interre goals of the conference to educate students off on life-long ego trips.
he even had a foreign name.
lated. Thus, they think they come interested law students in the ways
It is apparent to the radicals that
to law school with service to socie of changing things at their respec if they are both to survive law
The Jury gave the verdict no second thought
ty in mind. Some results are mani tive law schools was never realized. school and to learn techniques rele
His dull misery had in time been caught
festing themselves already. For in Anyone interested in gathering vant to present problems, they
A meaningful life he would now be taught
stance, the Rutgers University Law helpful ideas had to take them from must alter present training. Courses
And progress could continue, as it ought.
School is now known as the the politics itself, and not from on different and more “ relevant”
Peoples’ Electric Law School. Given suggested applications of ideas to subjects (Such as on the law of the
The doctrine o f law was easy to apply
the increased amount of student particular law school problems. The poor); involving different perspec
activity, and assuming that a num main message of the Guild is that tives (thus, law and legal process
by the sacred Judge who sat up high:
ber of radical types will attempt one can be both a lawyer and a seen from the eyes of indigent
"The doctrine is crystal clear, "quoth he.
and succeeed in entering law politico. This idea was presented by clients); and on different tech
"that for progress and equality,
school, the “ideology gap-’ the dis the examples of the speakers: Ar niques (thus, a course on negotia
the pillars o f our society
tance which separates legal from thur Kinoy, Old Guard radical and tion).
will not bend to non conformity. ”
One of the toughest problems
university education will be nar Professor of Constitutional Litiga
rowed.
tion at the Rutgers University Law for the radical is the relation
Raphael Perl (Eirst Year)
A judgement must be made School: Ken Clark, theoretician- between attorney and client. Given
concerning what academia can organizer of the Movement: Mike the idea that it’s permissible to let
bring to the legal profession’s edu Tigar, of Williams and Connolly and your political views be known, how
cational system. Certainly no one editor of the Selective Service Law can a lawyer help but become a circle persists. A lawyer cannot doctrine inculcated in the law is
pins all their hopes on the politics Reporter; Mike Kennedy, head of relocated ambulance chaser? What serve “ needs” until his disadvan- largely foreign to them. Also, specdeveloping in the universities. The the Emergency Civil Liberties will distingquish an organizer from taged clients are made “conscious” tilation about society has reached
profession’s attitude toward acade Union of New York; and others. a lawyer in radical land? If one of of their needs. Is this an organizers drastic conclusions: the foremost
example being Marcuse’s concept of
mia is less than kind. Yet there Between them, the speakers gave the functions of the radical is to job or a lawyers’?
seems to be agreement that some some hints to a group of some 200 make others politically conscious,
The radical approach is indica- “repressive tolerance". This theory
thing more is happening in universi law students about how the radicals then how to avoid the fomenting tive of the more general process holds that in place ol forceful
ties than in the law schools. There, view the coming changes in law litigation?
going on in law schools today, oppression, modern democracies
both in official and unofficial cir schools.
Arthur Kinoy, the fiery old civil Students, who are becoming in- subtely disarm any revolutionary
cles, attempts are being made to
There is nothing very mysterious libertarian from Rutgers, urged his creasingly “ politicized” during then ideas by making minor concessions
deal directly with social problems, in the phrase “radical lawyer”. It audience to become “ Peoples’” law stays at universities, enter law while sweeping the other demands
to make the primary business of the simply describes a radical who has yers. This attitude entails submit school with a certain number ot under the carpet. Here the whole
university the solution of same. become a lawyer. A radical is one ting oneself completely to the out preconceived notions as to how idea of liberal, democratic society is
New techniques of social change are of extreme leftist political views, standing needs of the people, re things really are and how they called into question, in the tradibeing hased out. If these develop usually entailing some interest in gardless of one’s politics or of one’s should go from here. They are lion of Nietzehe and Freud. And
ments are essentially negative, at “overthrowing” the present politi allegiance to legal precedent. His immediately confronted with the yet many students, upon entry into
least they impinge upon a field cal order or at least “ de-sancti- favorite example was the Dam- fact that becoming a lawyer neces- law school, find business as usual’,
heretofore exclusively the province fying” it. Here he runs into prob browski case (3X0 U S. 479 (1965)) sarily entails a certain amount ol I he law remains confident in itscapa
of the law schools. This seems lems, for lawyers by definition ac involving the use of the Federal “de-politicization” : put another city to settle disputes as they come
anomolous, as law schools, aside cept the “ system” as it is, swearing Removal Statute (2X U.S.C.A. way, the law attempts to defuse the up and to dispense justice while
from their purely vocational as allegiance to the concept of ordered SI447) to delcare the Louisiana political aspects of disputes. Again, all around it the foundations of any
pects, are the seats of pragmatism change. About as far as a person Subversive Activities and Commu they find that the law is essentially society, or any legal system, are
and of policy: the place where trained primarily as a lawyer can go nist Control Statute unconstitution democratic, designed to aid and being called into question. The radipeople learn to get things done. Yet is this sort of liberalism. So the al. thus enjoining harrassment by protect the common man. fins also cals call this attitude the “limits of
myths about legal “ realism” and radical law student is engaged in a the state authorities of the (iuild grates, as the radical concept of the the law’ , and, consequently, are
about the “value-free” character of three year put-on. What he wants lawyers and civil rights workers in problems of today involve those at inventing new functions lawyers
the law are perpetuated, while are the technical legal skills without that area. There new law was in the extremes: the poor, and the may perform aside from attorney,
other approaches, which are dis any of the value system that comes vented in face of obvious and over nascent elites which are rising from advocate, and jurisconsult Litigamissed as non-legal. usurp the field. with the mere fact of becoming a whelming need: keeping the civil the universities. Students, for better tion is now brought to publicize
The law, in its hubris, believes itself lawyer. At the same time, he covets rights workers out of jail so thay or for worse, are more isolated causes, organize and coalesce
from the common man than ever groups, and to make martyrs of
to exist in vacuo, never troubling the legitimacy a J.I). provides.
could continue their work.
itself about the limitations others
The main point here is that the
Despite this analysis, the vicious before. Thus, the hoary democratic defendants, continued on page X

Nolo Contendere
can be reduced to mis-allocations of
continued from page 7 power, which can only be redressed
by political processes. The law,
with its reverence for established
The radicals believe that society authority, is ill-equipped in its
will find cures for its ills only in present state to handle or enforce
revolution. Persons of less extreme relocations of power. However, as
views at least think that issues mathematics is to scientific inquiry,
cannot be de-politicized, as the the law is the “ language” of society
fundamental problems of society and thus is involved in events in

On The Need For Bail Reform
continued from page 6

Still, as I suggested earlier, these reforms in themselves do
not supply a complete answer to the problem, nor will they
resolve the immediate crisis. Significant strides will have to be
taken in many areas before the criminal justice system is oper
ating smoothly and effectively, in the manner in which it must
function to meet the constantly increasing challenge of crime
to our society. I believe that the measures I have introduced to
reform the bail act constitute a small but important phrase of
this process.
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spite of itself. Not until authority is
required to have reason, say the
radicals, will the law be so
equipped. Even considering distinc
tions between legislative and judi
cial, public and private, the radicals
maintain that here, the “limits of
the law” have been reached.
The new myth is that one can go
to law school and learn how to
change the world. Persons with
these views do not come to law
school as liberals dedicated to or
dered, ameliorative change. They
are suspicious of the system itself,
wishing to test that political system
by examination of its instrument,
the law. They bring, in some cases,
“non-institutional” techniques, like
“direct action” or “confrontation” ,
which, according to SDS, are re
quired to reach a super-ossified
system. The First Amendment,
with all its safeguards against con
formity and its protection of dis
sent, is not enough to keep the
great mass of Americans from disre
garding present social problems.
Liberal techniques of persuasion
and litigation (for the sake of win
ning and of making new law) are
not enough. Thus, the law, which,
ex hypothesi, is where the action is,
will have to be made over in the
radical image.
The clash is between legal pro
fessionalism as it has been known,
and ideology as it is being taught in
colleges and learned from direct,
practical action.“ Professionalism”,
course, may be a cover-up term
for rigidity, or it may describe an
expertise which men need to possess
in order to discriminate them from
others and thus satisfy psychologi
cal needs. Or it may describe a
method absolutely peculiar to law,
that which marks the law off from
such confusions as the Institute for
continued on page 5

FROM THE BULLPEN . .

by Frank Rothschild
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— P h o to by F e in

How 'E Misses —Howie Mandell misses a drive against the IHTFP defense
The third week of basketball in tion put on by Kenny “The Kid”
the GULC intramural league pro- Ackerman. He put on a fantastic
duced several tough games high- display of shooting in the first half,
lighted by strong individual per- hitting the mark time and again
fo rm a n ces. A fter the smoke from long range. The additional
cleared, the Frosh and Georgetown pressure due to the absence of two
Airplane emerged as leaders of their starters from the lineup made
respective divisions.
Ackerman’s feats all the more cruln the Western Division there cial and amazing,
was a battle of titans—the Frosh
The Beirut Airport stayed in
and Loyas- that settled first place contention with a 39-30 win over
standing. The Loyas are young, IHTFP. Big Mike Ryan gets the nod
strong, extremely tall, and eager for the “Satch” Sanders Defensive
and posed a real challenge to the Player of the Week Award by holdcool-headed Frosh. The lack of ex- ing high-scoring Don Rodenback to
perience by the freshman group be- a mere pittance of points. Ryan and
gan to tell in the late going as the Roger Sindlar also controlled the
Frosh pulled away to a 58-51 deci- boards to aid in their winning efsion. Don Burris performed well for fort.
the victors, finding the range on
The Wally Wonder Award goes
four key buckets; however the to John Sullivan for his shooting
story of the game was the exhibi- heroics in buoying the Sad Seven to

— P h o to by Fein
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Alley Oop! —This is one that got away as the “ Inequities” of the
contest triumphed 47-42
their first wind, defeating the In
This past Sunday saw a light
equities 41-36. Sullivan, the small schedule with only three Western
est man on the court, rocketed Division games played. The Frosh
jump shots from all points on the continued their quest for an un
court with unerring accuracy. His precedented third undefeated sea
25 points helped to hold off a rally son in a row by downing IHTFP
led by John Freitager and Jungle 74-46. The Inequities behind the ef
forts of Doug Seaver won their first
Jim Alan Frumin.
In the Eastern Division, the fea game 47-42 over the Beirut Airport,
ture game pitted the Georgetown thus hurting the Airport’s bid for a
Airplane and the newly-merged Un p lay o ff berth. Meanwhile, the
dead. Facing expulsion from the Loyas kept pace with the Frosh in a
League due to excess forfeitures, bizarre victory over the Sad Seven.
the F ST. Warehouse and Undead Mike Mooney, Rich Miller, and
decided to pool their manpower, Dick Gregorie made it to the gym
and in the process almost pulled the only to find that their teammates
upset of the season. The GA looked were still sacked, so rather than for
more like the Jim Beam Airplane in feit they decided to give it a whirl
the 1st half, many times fumbling and play two men short! They did
the ball and blowing gimmee lay and they won 53-44. Also, Larry
ups. Down 20-13 at the break, they Marzetti was in Florida.
League play will total eight
rallied behind the efforts of Moose
Krause and Dave Kane to pull out a weeks at the conclusion of which
48-44 win. The Don May Best- the top two teams in each division
F ffort-I n-A-Losing-Cause Award will enter a playoff, the 1st temrn
goes to Hardy Graham from Ole of each playing the runnerup of the
Miss whose soft left-handers from other, the winners then competing
around the key accounted for half for the coveted Championship.
of the Undead's total.
The Standings as of now are:
WEST
EAST
4 0
Georgetown Airplane
3 0 Frosh
3 1
Murph’s Boys
2 1 Loyas
2 2
Raiders
2 1 Beirut Airport
1 3
Schlepps
2
1 IHTFP
1 3
0 3 Sad Seven
Undead
Inequities
1 3

